
nanodivides. Nevertheless, close examination will reveal
either residual or immaturely formed nanodivides. Fur-
thermore, in all cases observed, the nanopeaks are ar-
ranged linearly.

The ultrastructures of the abapical spines are such
that the spines either may be completely smooth or may
have any of the combinations mentioned above. Some
of these spines have miniature spherical protuberances
at their ends. The diameter of such a protuberance is
slightly larger than the external diameter of the spine
immediately under the protuberance.
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Seismic refraction measurements
from sea ice in western McMurdo

Sound

LYLE D. MCGINNIS

Department of Geology
Northern Illinois University

De Kalb, Illinois 60115

Three reversed seismic refraction profiles were shot
in western McMurdo Sound in late November-early
December 1978 (figure 1). The profiles, shot out to six
kilometers, were part of the McMurdo Sound Sediment
and Tectonic Study (MssTs) sponsored by the Antarctic
Division of the New Zealand Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research (DsIR).

Data were recorded with a portable SIE RS-4, 12-chan-
nel seismograph. Shots ranged in size from one to fif-
teen kilograms. Sea ice thickness ranged from 3 to 4
meters over water depths from 90 to 240 meters.

1

:

Map showing the location of three reversed seismic refraction profiles in western McMurdo Sound. Profiles are numbered
78-79-1, etc. Numbered arrows indicate locations of Dry Valley Drilling Project borehoies. Fresh pore ice was found In sediment

cored from hole 15. Mean ocean bottom temperature in McMurdo Sound is _1.80 C.
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Preliminary conclusions are as follows:
1. Abnormally high bottom velocities averaging 3 kil-

ometers per second are interpreted to indicate subma-
rine permafrost (McGinnis, 1979).

2. "Normal" velocities at the water/sediment inter-
face of glaciated continental shelves average about 1,660
meters per second (McGinnis and Otis, 1979).

3. The crystalline basement floor of McMurdo Sound
appears to be relatively flat at a depth of 1.5 kilometers;
thus a major vertical fault may separate the Transan-
tarctic Mountains from McMurdo Sound. (McGinnis, in
press).

4. Crystalline basement velocities at two locations in
McMurdo Sound average about 5 kilometers per second,
whereas basement velocity averages in New Harbor 5.6
kilometers per second.

This study has been supported in part by the Division
of Polar Programs of the National Science Foundation
grant DPP 7821112-01 and in part by the Antarctic Di-
vision of the DSIR.
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Volcanic activity at Mount
Erebus, 1978-79

PHILIP R. KYLE

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Surveillance of the activity associated with the anorth-
oclase phonolite lava lake at Mount Erebus continued
during the 1978-79 austral field season. On 26 October
1978, the U. S. Antarctic Research Program (USARP)
team made a five-hour visit to the summit crater and
found that the lava lake was still present. Two new,
small, congealed lava flows were visible on the south side
of the Inner Crater. One flow originated from a small
vent in the southwest quadrant of the Inner Crater (see
Kyle and McIntosh, 1978, figure 2) and the other ap-
parently came from the lava lake.

The general appearance of the lava lake was one of
increased heat flow. The consolidated crust on the lake.
appeared to be less continuous and was broken by nu-
merous east-west cracks. Compared with observations
made in January 1978, larger areas of incandescent lava
were now visible. Small, bubble-lake degassing eruptions
were common over most of the lake, with a greater con-
centration toward the west. The level of the lava lake
appeared similar to that observed in January, although
the surface area may have been reduced owing to col-
lapse of the north crater wall.

Only a few small anorthoclase phonolite bombs were
found on the crater rim and none were observed on the
Main Crater floor. This suggested there had been a de-
crease in strombolian eruptions since, January 1978,
when up to six eruptions per day had occurred.

On 19 and 20 December, the USARP team climbed
from an acclimatization camp on Fang Glacier to the
new Mount Erebus Observatory (see figure) to join a
New Zealand Antarctic Research Program (NZARP) party

that had been at the summit since 13 December.
On 23 December, an attempt was made by a combined

USARP (Cashman, Keys, Kyle, and McIntosh) and NZARP
(Giggenbach, Monteath, and Thompson) team to get a
member into the Inner Crater to obtain high-tempera-
ture gas samples. Monteath abseiled about 70 meters
below the Inner Crater rim to examine the route. Later,
Giggenbach descended to about 25 meters above the
Inner Crater floor. While he was untangling the ropes,
an eruption occurred from the so-called Active Vent, a
small vent adjacent to the lava lake. The eruption ejected
bombs about 200 meters above the Main Crater rim and
many of them landed on the Main Crater floor. One
small bomb hit Giggenbach above his knee, burning his
woolen pants but causing him no injury. The attempt to
sample gases was called off so that the ropes could be
examined for burn damage. Poor weather conditions
prevented any further attempts to descend into the In-
ner Crater.
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Mount Erebus Observatory, constructed in December 1978
by Holmes and Narver, Inc. for the National Science Foun-
dation. Now the highest building In Antarctica, the hut Is
situated about 100 meters below the crater rim at an altitude

of 3,607 meters.
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